
3 спальная комната городская тюрьма продается в Fuengirola, Málaga

Nestled in an elevated oasis overlooking Fuengirola you will find this new project. This intimate collection of just 11
properties is designed to offer not just a residence, but an experience. Each home is a masterpiece. A harmonious
blend of contemporary architecture intertwined with nature and uninterrupted sea views that promise an everyday
escape into paradise.

These impressive homes, set over 4 floors provide 3 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, an ample basement area, private
parking, garden, solarium and multiple terraces. A double height living room extends out onto the private terrace and
garden offering spaces that are perfect for relaxation and entertainment. The fully fitted designer VÖHER KÜTCHEN
kitchen blends seamlessly into the elegant interior.

Leading you through the property is a sleek, floating staircase designed to create a sense of airy openness, accented
with natural wood and contemporary industrial elements.
The addition of the basement floor provides a versatile area which could be used as a playroom, bodega, cinema
room, office, gym, an additional bedroom or laundry room. The choice is yours.

With panoramic views from the bedrooms, you can wake to breathtaking sea vistas, the horizon stretching endlessly
through your own window gallery.

The blend of sleek design with the surrounding vibrant landscape offers a unique living sensation, which is enjoyable
from every floor.
The ground floor gives access to the perfect patio for alfresco dining and enjoying the serene coastal environment.
Each property oasts a bijou private garden, perfect for kids, pets or even adding your own private pool.

Azure Bay is not just a residence; it’s a lifestyle. Here, every facility is designed with your comfort and enjoyment in
mind. Stay active in the gym between swims and finally enjoy the quality of life you have always promised yourself.

  3 спальни   2 ванные комнаты   135m² Размер сборки
  191m² Размер участка   Бассейн   South-west orientation
  18 m² terrace   Private garden   Communal pool
  Amenities near   Transport near   Air conditioning
  Fully fitted kitchen   Jacuzzi   Basement
  Guest room   Gym   Solarium
  Brand new   Dining room   Guest toilet
  Private terrace   Kitchen equipped   Living room

631.000€

 Недвижимость продается Selection Med
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